Install the BOA-Body now, and make it a Boa-Valve later!

- **SquareFlange® - Boa-Valve** - Our unique valve housing constructed of HDPE, can include an Orifice plate to pass fluid until a flow control valve can be installed at a later date. The HDPE Boa-Valve resists corrosion and provides a long-term control point that lives in your system for many years without holding a flow control. At a later date, various control valves can be added or changed while the system remains pressurized.

- **Quick-change of Cartridges** - The Boa-Housing releases tension of the flow control cartridge so it can be easily removed. After reinsertion of the flow control cartridge, the housing applies compression with the flow control cartridge to secure it in place.

- **Boa-Gate** - Our flagship product normally used on sewage force mains is compatible with many other fluids. Various known knife gates can be provided with the Boa-Housing, or installed into the Boa-Housing at a later date, without depressurization.

- **Boa-Butterfly** - A 'Butterfly Cartridge' can be provided with the Boa-Housing or installed into the Boa-Housing at a later date without depressurization.
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